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To paraphrase Peter Griffin, apps make the da world go around and what's used to having an iPhone if you won't load it up with interesting and useful apps? The free app is the best, but sometimes you just can't get the features or fun you're looking for without peeling a little dough. My criteria for the app in this list, since it's the best paid app for iPhone, I
decided to include an app that you had to pay upfront or an app that might be downloaded for free. But subscriptions or their functions are greatly improved by in-app purchases or by buying a sold version. I also got rid of iOS apps that might be totally scary, but it's perfect for iPad (musical instruments, writing apps, etc.). So we started with an app that you
don't have to pay to download, but it's better if you pay to use it, making it a paid app in my eyes and one of the best apps. Plex media servers are a way for you to enjoy all your home media without having to constantly plug it into your hard drive. You just need free Plex software on your computer, then the app, and you can enjoy movies, TV shows, music,
music, whatever from all your devices. - All you need is an internet connection. The beauty of the Plex is very elegant. This app organizes all your media for you and adds descriptions, artworks and more. Many more give everything full and finish the feeling (unlike your first iPod Touch, you can't be bothered to search for album art, so you just have
thousands of songs going against a white background with eight notes). Paid allows you to upload more content to your server. Stream samples and specials for movies in your library (special features and what's not); Set up Plex Home for your family (which allows you to switch between accounts and apply parental controls and restrictions. in certain
content); Activate all of Plex's mobile apps across all devices and platforms, just sign in to your in-app account and a whole bunch more! If you have a large media library and hate pulling around the hard drive (or five), or you like watching and listening to your things on the go, the Plex is right for you. Plex Pass is $4.99 per month, $39.99 per year, or
$119.99 for a lifetime subscription - download now 1Password 1Password is another free downloadable app, but ultimately you'll have to pay for it for further use (the download makes you 30 days), it's a one-stop shop, your login and lets you store passwords for every account in your life, lets you change randomly, make them more random, make them more
random. - All you need to remember is your 1Password password! It's not just a stellar password management app. It can also store credit card numbers, addresses, - Any information you see that sensitve can be locked. Your very own vault for your eyes only. This app works with TouchID, making it safer to make only people with your fingerprints (i.e. you
duh), also an Apple Watch app that lets you quickly decide which data you want to access on your watch and small screen, making it ideal! Free download The 1Password family is $4.99 per month billed annually - download now Fantastical 2 has a calendar app and then there's a calendar app, then there's Wonderfulal 2. That's the whole point of magic.
Secondly, it has great features such as natural language parsing, extended keyboard reminders when creating new events or notifications (you don't know how useful it is until you use it!) and much more. One of the coolest features is the natural language parser, which allows you to type phrases such as a romantic dinner with Rene on Friday at 8pm, then
change to a calendar event that automatically reminds you of that day. If you have a very busy schedule and don't have much time to enter events in the manor regime, then Wonderfulal 2 will save you a lot of time. Enlightenment I can't post the best app without posting for a photo fan or Cella will have my stash, enlightenment is so cool, it was selected as
App of the Year in the App Store in eight countries, including Canada eh and is the runner-up App of the Year in the US and still excellent two years later! Enlightenment is the photo editing app of your dreams, combining many app features into a gorgeous single interface, allowing you to control color, tone, detail, cloak and all sweet effects (such as mixing
and summary - you can create seriously neat crap). You can change the á la Prisma image so that they look like sketches, graffiti or pencils, and you can layer photos, change specific objects in them, edit too much exposure, and so on. Many more like tons. Enlightenment is a hipster Photoshop for your iPhone, but in a totally scary way. If you love postproduction that goes along with photography, try Enlight, if you want to take your documents with you, or you need to send a lot of documents and don't have time to dig up the ancient equipment they call a fax machine, then Scanner Pro has covered it in a big way, it lets you take photos with your iPhone and then save it as a PDF, and it also automatically
remembers the specific document type cropped accordingly. You can then upload your scans to your favorite cloud storage app. That's just a tip. The Iceberg Scanner Pro also allows you to share what you scan and it can change the text in the image to text that you can select and copy while remembering 21 languages. There's also an iMessage extension
that lets you take photos and edit photos of your document in Messages. It's all about workflow, darling! If you manage physical documents on a regular basis and need to use a quick, easy and reliable way to digitize and share, you'll need to use a quick, easy and reliable way to digitize and share. Scanner Pro is the only way to go (and not just because of
that rhythm). For Wikipedia, I never knew about this app, if not for TechRadar, and I'm glad I found it real - you'll use Wikipedia anyway, so why isn't everything in the app really convenient and pretty - the most elegant Wikipedia app for the iPhone V (formerly Viki) makes the App Store Best of 2016 list because it's done more than just informative - it helps you
find out more about where you live! The Nearby Places feature lets you discover more about local landmarks and areas, and you can explore the rest of the world using the app's map. The most readable articles section lets you see what others are watching and searching for a full Wikipedia experience (dislike when searching in the YouTube app will produce
different results than you are online - remember that junk?). Because V is sleeker and more elegant than Wikipedia's web interface. It can help you learn more about the corners of your world; and it's more than Wikipedia at face value - it takes all the advantages of Wikipedia and provides practical use, SkyView SkyView is the first app I've ever bought. I sat
on the back deck of my family that was like 1 A.M on a Saturday in the summer and there was a power outage. I looked up and never saw so many stars inside the urban area and floored with a whole new constellation that I could see, and then I was there. Holy crap exists overwhelmingly and realizes that I don't know enough about the universe. I've heard
about SkyView playing with the lite version and decided to buy it and am very pleased with my decision, SkyView is an extra reality app that shows you a map of the sky and tells you about what you see and the many things you can't. If you're really jonesing to see a specific planet or constellation, you can search it, or the app has a SkyView setup list to let
you know which sky is going to happen, you'll see that night and at any time. The included Apple Watch app helps you quickly see what you see. If you're curious about the night sky, or you're finding yourself in this endless view of instagram dinner company and pointless charade, we call life, then of course, let's take a look at SkyView. Super Mario Run, one
of last year's biggest apps, is definitely on the list of the best paid apps because of Mario! Look, i'm sorry. Yes, the first bit is free, but if you want a full game, you have to peel off $10 and believe me: you want the rest of the game. In this endless runner you have to take your taps just to jump over obstacles and perform sweet moves to collect the coins to
achieve the goal. There are also different game modes in Toad Rally, World Tour and Kingdom Builder, where you compete with friends and players around the world, clear courses and build your own mushroom kingdom respectively. You can play as Mario to start, but once you enter the game you can unlock many of your favorite characters such as Toad,
Yoshi and Luigi, and use each of their special abilities to make it better and better in each level. If you're a big fan of endless runners and fans of Mario, you'll love this (if you love Minion Rush, you'll love Super Mario Run!), free for the first three courses, $9.99 for the rest - download now, we're no stranger to workflows here at iMore; in fact, we think it's
wonderful. In other words, some actions are collected so that you have to perform one or two actions to get the desired result. For example, you can create a workflow that lets you view screenshots on your iPhone and only screenshots, or you can go one step further and see screenshots coming from your Apple Watch only with a single tap. Basically, just
think about any processes you perform on your iPhone each day, and if it takes a tap or jump between apps, you might create a workflow to improve the process. If you need help getting started, Federico Viticci writes a great way for iMore! Delivery, if you run a small business or just happen to ship and receive a large number of parcels, you need to ship. It is
a completely comprehensive package tracker that collects all your shipments to you and provides information about them individually, including shipping updates and where they are on the map. Delivery lets you know which company delivers your parcel, allowing you to view the company's website and learn more about them. You can share shipping
information via email or through the iMessage app, and there's also an Apple Watch app to help you keep track of. Yes, you can run around each. Website and check your tracking for free, but why when delivering makes it easy and convenient? If you're looking for additional package tracking options, Lory Gil has a few more favorites! What are the best apps
you've ever paid for? What are the apps you bought but most regretted? Let us know in the comments below! We may receive commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more, add fill
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